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Little Island



a note from the publisher

Welcome ashore on Ireland’s tiniest literary island!

Founded by Ireland’s first-ever children’s laureate, Little Island Books has 
been publishing really great books for children, teenagers and young adults 
for almost nine years now. Double-digit birthday on the horizon, but we are 
still very small, and we like it that way: small means independent, agile and 
creative.

We like to publish timely, entertaining, challenging and innovative fiction, 
non-fiction and picturebooks. We’re Irish, and we tend to publish mostly books 
by Irish writers and illustrators or by people with Irish connections. But we 
have an international outlook. We also publish some books in translation, and 
occasionally we invite artists from other countries to illustrate our books.

Lots of Little Island books have appeal way beyond Irish shores, and we love to 
sell our authors’ rights at international book fairs. Begin your voyage! Keep on 
turning the pages: you’re sure to find a book that catches your interest.

Siobhán Parkinson, Publisher



Recent awards

Tangleweed and Brine by Deirdre Sullivan
Winner – Book of the Year, Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2018
Winner – Young Adult Book of the Year, Irish Book Awards 2017
Winner – Irish Times Ticket Readers’ Choice for Best YA Fiction 2017

Star by Star by Sheena Wilkinson
Winner – Honour Award for Fiction, Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2018
Selected as a Future Classic by BookTrust in the UK 2018

The Space Between by Meg Grehan
Winner – Eilís Dillon Award, Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2018

A Dangerous Crossing by Jane Mitchell
Shortlisted – Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2018 and Irish Book Awards 2017

Bumpfizzle the Best on Planet Earth by Patricia Forde
Selected as UNESCO Dublin Citywide Read for Children 2019

A Lonely Note by Kevin Stevens
IBBY Honour List 2018
Winner – Literacy Association of Ireland Award for Young Adult Fiction 2017

The Ministry of Strange, Unusual and Impossible Things by Paul Gamble
Winner – Eilís Dillon Award, Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2017
Winner – White Raven Award from the International Youth Library 2017

The Best Medicine by Christine Hamill
Winner – Laugh out Loud Award (Lollies), 9–13-year-olds category 2017

Needlework by Deirdre Sullivan
Winner – Honour Award for Fiction, Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2017
Winner – White Raven Award from the International Youth Library 2016



Little island online

You thought we were all at sea, right? Well, we’re online too! 

At www.littleisland.ie you can
 
•	 browse all our books
•	 find out about our authors
•	 buy our books (free postage to anywhere in the world!) 
•	 catch up with our thinking by reading our sparkling blog entries
•	 download our most recent catalogue
•	 download book guides/teaching notes free of charge
•	 get special deals for schools and libraries
•	 submit your own book for Little Island’s consideration

Watch out for special online offers on our books from time to time – and if 
you’re a teacher wanting to buy multiple copies of a book as a class novel, we’ll 
cut you a deal. Just ask! We’re really nice. E-mail us at info@littleisland.ie

We’re on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter too, of course, so you can follow us 
for all the latest book news and for extra offers and competitions! You’ll find us 
@LittleIslandBks.

One of the most exciting things we offer on our website are our Book Guides. 
Our books are stuffed with ideas that children are going to want to discuss with 
their friends and their adults, at home, at school, in their library or reading 
group. So we produce materials which will give teachers, librarians, parents and 
children themselves ideas about using our books in interesting and innovative 
ways, and will encourage readers to think and talk about Little Island books as 
they read them. All our Book Guides can be downloaded from our website free 
of charge and may be used freely in all book-friendly places.



Direct sales for individuals, schools or libraries
Order from Little Island:

Little Island Books
232 Harold’s Cross Road
Dublin 6W, Ireland
T: +353 (0)85 2283 060
E: grainne.clear@littleisland.ie

Bookshops in Ireland
Order from our Irish sales representative,  Conor Hackett:

Hackett | Flynn 
36 Cloch Choirneal, Old Coach Road, Balrothery, 
Balbriggan, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
M: +353 (0)86 851 8501
T: +353 (0)1 849 6533
E: mail@hackettflynn.com

Bookshops in the UK
Order from our UK sales representative, Bounce Sales and Marketing:

Bounce Sales and Marketing Ltd.
320 City Road
London
EC1V 2NZ
T: 020 7138 3650      
E: sales@bouncemarketing.co.uk

ordering our books
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Colour of People
Mauricio negro
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People come in different colours. But no matter what they look like, 
people all eat when they’re hungry, shiver when they’re cold, smile when 
they’re happy. Originally published in Brazil, this wordless picturebook 
takes a playful look at the idea of race, and shows us that we are all the 
same – whatever colour we happen to be.

A picturebook about being your true self regardless of colour, Colour 
of People takes a close look at and through race and colour, revealing a 
simple truth: difference is only skin deep and we are all the same. The 
wordless nature of this beautiful picturebook also makes it accessible to 
readers of any age and of any background, with no barriers of language for 
non-English speakers.

‘Extraordinarily simple and complex all at once, silently shouting a basic 
truth about the human condition: we are all different, we are all the same.’ 
– Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick, award-winning picturebook author/artist

‘A thought-provoking and innovative way to introduce children to the 
concept of diversity.’ – Immigrant Council of Ireland

978-1-912417-07-0 / £7.99 / €10 / 32pp / PB / No translation rights available

A wordless picturebook 
exploring themes of 
race and difference

1



all Better!
Inese Zandere, illustrated by Reinis Pētersons

Reimagined by Catherine ann Cullen
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978-1-912417-07-0 / £7.99 / €10 / 32pp / PB / No translation rights available 978-1-910411-85-8 / £7.99 / €10 / 32pp / PB / No translation rights available

Everyone hates going to the doctor – taking their medicine, having their 
temperature taken, maybe having to go for sugery. None of it’s any fun.

This collection of poems and nursery rhymes helps to make being sick a 
little less scary, with poems about broken bones, the chickenpox, having 
an injection and many more – with characters that will make young 
readers smile and laugh.

Children can sing along to ‘Owen’s Broken Bone Blues’, meet Ultan Ulrich 
Ultrasound – the man who can look right into your insides with his 
magical powers – and Eliza Analyser, who looks at all your cells under the 
microscope.

Translated from Latvian and retold for the English market by award-
winning Irish poet Catherine Ann Cullen.

Publication February 2019

An illustrated 
collection of poetry and 

rhymes about being 
unwell and getting 

better
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not Without My tractor!
Finn ole-Heinrich, dita Zipfel and Halina kirschner
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978-1-912417-21-6 / £7.99 / €10 / 32pp / PB / No translation rights available

NOT WITHOUT MY TRACTOR!

A parent and child are moving house, from the country to the city. The 
child isn’t going anywhere, though — not without their tractor! The parent 
tries to convince them that tractors and cities just don’t go together, but 
our hero has lots of ideas for how the tractor could fit in with city life: 
digging a pond in the back yard, helping with the shopping, solving traffic 
problems – that sort of thing.

With amusing text and brilliantly strong illustrations, this picturebook 
will appeal particularly to little boys and girls who love tractors or are 
facing a big move or change in their lives.

‘A book about the tension between tradition and new beginnings and 
about a conversation between a child and a parent. It’s blue and colorful at 
the same time, funny and serious, confident and tongue-in-cheek, and fun 
reading even for non-tractor fans. ’ – buecherkinder.de

Publication June 2019

Playful picturebook 
about a child moving 
from the country to 

the city with their prize 
possession

3
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978-1-912417-21-6 / £7.99 / €10 / 32pp / PB / No translation rights available

dr Hibernica Finch’s 
Compelling Compendium 

of irish animals
aga Grandowicz and Rob Maguire

978-1-910411-94-0 / £16.99 / €20 / 64pp / HB / World rights available

Dr Hibernica Finch’s Compelling Compendium of Irish Animals celebrates 
the diversity and wonder of Ireland’s fauna – from the tiny Eurasian 
pygmy shrew to the enormous killer whale – with exquisite zoologically 
accurate illustrations and light-hearted prose. Giving loving and detailed 
information about the robins, puffins and owls of the air, the toads, seals, 
and basking sharks of Ireland’s waters, and the hedgehogs, otters and deer 
with whom we share the land, this is a treasure of a book with details of 
twenty-eight of Ireland’s most compelling and iconic animals.

The animals are introduced to the reader by Dr Hibernica, a fictitious 
Irish zoologist who travels the country and knows everything there is to 
know about Irish wildlife. The Compendium is presented in the style of her 
notebook and field notes, with jokes and sketches throughout.

Beautfully illustrated 
hardback gift book 

about Irish animals of 
the air, land and sea
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How Billy Brown saved 
the Queen

alison Healy, illustrated by Fintan taite

Whimsical, funny and 
accessible story about 

being different
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What do you do when the Queen is struggling with a knotty maths 
problem that only you, Billy Brown, can explain? You travel to her 
palace in the middle of the night and help the nation, of course! In 
return, the Queen now wants to come and visit – and you can’t say 
no to royalty. 

But the Queen’s suitcase contains two tiaras, a spare crown, three 
evening gowns, a silk dress and a pair of green wellingtons – 
nothing remotely suitable for visiting the bottle bank. Fitting in is 
tricky when you’re so magnificently different.

‘An hilarious adventure about friendship, mathematics and celebrating 
difference. An ideal gift, and one to be treasured, especially for readers 
who find maths tricky – like this one!’ – RTÉ Junior Bookclub

‘Clever, quirky and oodles of queenly fun – suffering ducks, one was most 
amused!’ – Alan Nolan, author and illustrator

978-1-910411-95-7 / £6.99 / €9 / 120pp / PB / World rights available
5



Bumpfizzle the Best 
on Planet earth

Patricia Forde, illustrated by Elīna Brasliņa
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Bumpfizzle is an alien, sent to Earth from Planet Plonk on a research 
mission. Or is he really just a ten-year-old boy who is feeling a bit 
disgruntled at all the attention his parents are lavishing on The Baby? It is 
up to readers to make up their own minds. 

Either way, Bumpfizzle’s confusion at Earthling behaviours, as described 
in his diary and his frequent reports back to Planet Plonk, is hilarious, 
and his adventures are ridiculous – from eating the cat’s food to biting 
his teacher (to check if humans would make a good source of food for 
Plonkers) and attempting to sacrifice a goat (he soon discovers what goats’ 
horns are for).

‘So hilarious! Patricia Forde is definitely the high queen of Irish comedy.’ – 
Eoin Colfer

‘Rich with contemporary reference and comedy.’ – The Irish Times

978-1-912417-03-2 / £6.99 / €9 / 128pp / PB / 
World rights available (excl. French)

Brilliantly funny and 
two-levelled story 

about sibling jealousy... 
and aliens

CHosen as tHe UnesCo 
CitYWide Read FoR 

dUBLin 2019
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My secret dragon
debbie thomas
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Aidan has spent most of his life keeping a low profile because his mum 
has a terrible secret – one that he would find hard to keep if he mixes too 
much with other kids or goes to school. You see, Aidan’s mum is part-
dragon. She has scales and claws and can breathe fire. But she is terrified 
of anyone finding out. 

When Aidan’s mum suddenly disappears, Aidan and his best friend 
Charlotte set out on a dangerous adventure to find her. They track her to 
a murky research laboratory on the other side of the country, and there 
they find several other part-mythic-beast people all in the thrall of an 
evil scientist who is hell-bent on stealing their special powers for himself. 
Aidan and Charlotte have to find a way to rescue Dr Krinsky’s victims 
from the horrors of his lab and bring his mum back home safe and sound.

‘A smashing romp. The writing is excellent.’ – Celine Kiernan, author 

‘Unforgettable characters and page-turning action.’ – ER Murray, author 

978-1-912417-06-3 / £7.99 / €10 / 272pp / PB / World rights available

Heartwarming and exciting 
adventure story which carefully 
handles the themes of difference 

and being proud of who you – and 
your family – are

7



Mucking about
John Chambers
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Being the adventures of a boy living at that time in Ireland when 
the old ways were changing and the new ones were just getting started

This quick-witted, hilarious adventure takes the reader on a running jump 
through the distant but strangely familiar world of early medieval Ireland. 
Our hero, Manchán, is likeable and mischievous and young readers will be 
able to relate to him – even if he did live more than a thousand years ago 
– and he is sure to appeal to young readers from Ireland and abroad. He 
loves hurling (though with a turnip, rather than a sliotar), can’t stand his 
older sister, loves adventures, and finds that adults have a terribly boring 
idea of what his life ought to look like.

‘Ireland – but not as you know it. The funniest book you’ll read this year.’ 
– Patricia Forde

‘Ingeniously written with a fantastic voice. Adventurous, fast-paced, 
hilariously funny and full of delight.’ – Mary Esther Judy, bookseller

978-1-912417-05-6 / £7.99 / €10 / 192pp / PB / World rights available

A brilliant romp through 
medieval Ireland by an 

established and hilarious 
author-illustrator  

8



How to Bake a 
sausage dog

kirsten Reinhardt

illustrated by david Roberts

A zany adventure story 
with a touch of fantasy 

and superb illustrations
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Eleven-year-old Fennymore lives with his strange great-aunt in an 
old house with only a magical bike for company. After his great-
aunt dies, Fennymore sets off with his new friend Fizzy to find his 
parents, who mysteriously disappeared. The friends fall foul of a 
silvery-grey gentleman and an evil doctor who wants to get his 
hands on Fennymore’s father’s mysterious invention.

Translated from the German by former Irish Children’s Laureate, 
Siobhán Parkinson.

‘Eccentricity and zaniness abound … this novel sparkles with wit and 
inventiveness.’ – The Irish Times

‘A wonderfully surreal story that successfully mixes humour with the 
slightly gruesome to create an imaginative romp that carries the reader 
along … For confident readers who enjoy the unusual.’ – Books for Keeps

978-1-910411-88-9 / £6.99 / €9 / 180pp / PB / No rights available

Publication March 2019
9

978-1-912417-35-3 / £11.99 / €15 / 224pp / HB / World rights available
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978-1-910411-88-9 / £6.99 / €9 / 180pp / PB / No rights available

Philosophy for Children
dr Rob Grant
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978-1-912417-35-3 / £11.99 / €15 / 224pp / HB / World rights available

An innovative cross between fictional narrative and non-fiction, this 
book follows the journey of a young boy learning to interrogate the world 
and to think for himself. 

Milo has always looked forward to starting secondary school, but 
when he does he finds that the teachers want him to just learn by 
rote and not have any independent thoughts. Then Milo discovers a 
darker evil lurking in the school’s corridors of power: the principal is 
working with the wicked STIFLE (Secondary Training Institute for 
Lifelong Employment) corporation to turn inquisitive young minds into 
unquestioning worker drones.

Milo soon meets the school librarian, however, who helps him to 
examine and explore his own thoughts and different ideas. She gives 
him a book, The Myth of The Guardians of Curiosity, which sends Milo 
on a philosophical adventure – and a mission to rescue his fellow pupils 
and his school. Subjects such as whether technology is good for us, what 
makes a good friend, whether immortality would be brilliant or terrible, 
what free will is, whether humans are naturally good, and the meaning of 
justice are all explored in the form of Socratic dialogues.

Publication October 2019

Cross between fiction 
and non-fiction about 

a boy encountering 
philosophical ideas

10
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the Wordsmith series
Patricia Forde

On the death of her master, Letta is suddenly promoted from apprentice 
to wordsmith, charged with collecting and archiving words in post-
apocalyptic, neo-medieval Ark. When she uncovers a sinister plan to 
suppress language and rob the people of Ark of the power of speech, she 
realises that she has to save not only words, but the culture itself.

In the sequel (publishing September 2019), Letta moves out of Ark and 
into the rebel community, spending her days running a clandestine school 
for the children. There’s a new leader in Ark – and she’s even nastier than 
her predecessor – and the battle to save language, art and music is far from 
over. Letta wants to keep up the fight, but is caught by the enemy and soon 
discovers how her own family are embroiled with the bad guys.

‘There is a welter of post-apocalyptic novels out there at the moment, but 
[this] stands out for its imaginative approach and its beautiful and careful 
use of language.’ – The Literary Review

Unique and gripping 
dystopian story of how 

words make us who we are

Book one: 978-1-912417-12-4 / £7.99 / €10 / 288pp / PB
                                        

WinneR – WHite RaVen 
Book aWaRd 2015

sHoRtListed – CHiLdRen’s 
Books iReLand aWaRds 2016

Book two: 978-1-912417-27-8 / £7.99 / €10 / 220pp / PB 
Worlds rights available (excl. N America, Australia and Denmark)

11
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Rocking the system
siobhán Parkinson, illustrated by Bren Luke

Collection of essays 
about twenty amazing 

Irish women who made 
history

Twenty illustrated essays on Irish women, historical and contemproary, who 
have defied cultural norms around femininity and achieved great things. 
The subjects include Irish women from Queen Medb to Eileen Gray, from 
Constance Markievicz to Sonia O’Sullivan, covering stateswomen, artists, 
writers, activists and rebels of all kinds. 

Written by multi-award-winning author and first Laureate na nÓg (Irish 
Children’s Laureate), Siobhán Parkinson.

Perfect for use in schools as well as for leisure reading, this collection 
celebrates the role of women in Ireland’s changing society.

‘Many battles have been won by these brave women and the unknown 
heroines who walked quietly alongside them. This book will inspire all its 
readers to play their part in creating a world that is fair, harmonious and 
equal.’ – Sabina Higgins, political activist and First Lady of Ireland
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978-1-910411-96-4 / £11.99 / €15 / 208pp / HB / World rights available
12

Book one: 978-1-912417-12-4 / £7.99 / €10 / 288pp / PB
                                        



the deepest Breath
Meg Grehan
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978-1-912417-18-6 / £7.99 / €10 / 180pp / PB / World rights available

Stevie is eleven and loves reading and sea-creatures. She lives with 
her mum, and she’s been best friends with Andrew since forever. 
Stevie’s mum teases her that someday they’ll get married, but Stevie 
knows that won’t ever happen. There’s a girl at school that she likes 
more. A lot more. Actually, she’s a bit confused about how much 
she likes her. It’s nothing like the way she likes Andrew. It makes 
her fizz inside. That’s a new feeling, one she doesn’t understand.

Stevie needs to find out if girls can like girls — love them, even – 
but it’s hard to get any information, and she’s too shy to ask out 
loud about it. But maybe she can find an answer in a book. With 
the help of a librarian, Stevie finds stories of girls loving girls, and 
builds up her courage to share the truth with her mum.  

Written in accessible verse ‘chapters’ and in a warm and reassuring 
style, The Deepest Breath will be of special relevance to young girls 
who are starting to realise that they are attracted to other girls, 
but it is also a story for any young reader with an open mind who 
wants to understand how people’s emotions affect their lives.  

Beautifully written 
verse novel about a girl 

discovering her sexuality

13



Bank
emma Quigley

Set in a rural secondary school, this is the hilarious story of a bunch of 
pupils who decide to pool their savings and set up a bank to lend money to 
their schoolmates. They have no trouble finding customers and before long 
they are rolling in cash. When they are asked by a pair of supersmart techy 
sisters to invest in their dating app, it looks like they can’t possibly lose, 
and soon schoolmates want to deposit money with them as well. 

The whole thing starts to unravel all too soon when the app breaks down; 
a video project they have invested in involving performing piglets goes 
down the pan; and the local gangster family takes far too much interest in 
their doings. As the bank comes crashing down and the money starts to 
melt away, the lads are desperate to rescue their emergency stash, only to 
find that one of their group has cleverly hidden it in a not-so-clever place.

Fast-paced and funny, this is also a wry comment on Irish society during 
the ‘boom’ years. 

‘Sharp, funny and fast-paced, Bank is an original and remarkable debut.’ – 
Inis, the magazine of Children’s Books Ireland

Action-packed and funny 
story that mirrors the 
global banking crisis
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978-1-910411-97-1 / £7.99 / €10 / 256pp / PB
World rights available (excl. Greece, Italy and Korea)

14
978-1-912417-18-6 / £7.99 / €10 / 180pp / PB / World rights available



dangerous Games
James Butler
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978-1-912417-38-4 / £7.99 / €10 / 180pp / PB / World rights available

Kevin’s older brother, Adam, is a bad lot. Adam and his mates burn 
out a car they’ve stolen, trash the local community centre, and to 
cap it all, Kevin discovers a gun under the floorboards in Adam’s 
room. And then there’s Uncle Davy, even more of a bad lot than 
Adam, who’s just out of prison and already back to his old habits.

Kevin makes friends with Conor, who lives in a swanky house with 
his mother, a bank manager. But Conor and Kevin have a lot in 
common, and they’ve both lost their fathers. When Kevin discovers 
that Adam and Uncle Davy are planning a tiger kidnapping, and 
that the victims are going to be Conor and his mother, he comes 
up with an ingenious plan to foil the plot, rescue his friend and 
dispatch no-good Uncle Davy for good.

A tightly plotted and absorbing realistic novel with a serious-
minded and likeable teenage protagonist, who gets himself caught 
in a web of crime and deception – and, both cleverly and bravely, 
solves one problem after another to come out triumphant at the end. 

Publication April 2019

A pacy and exciting 
urban drama exploring 
the pressures of young 
masculinity and male 

friendships
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tangleweed and Brine
deirdre sullivan

illustrated by karen Vaughan

A collection of twelve dark, feminist retellings of traditional fairytales 
from one of Ireland’s leading writers for young people. In the tradition of 
Angela Carter, stories such as Cinderella and Rumpelstiltskin are given a 
witchy makeover, not for the faint-hearted.

Intricately illustrated with black and white line drawings, in the style of 
Aubrey Beardsley, by new Irish illustrator Karen Vaughan.

‘Sullivan’s writing is beguiling, bewitching and poetic. Her prose is almost 
dreamlike, reminiscent of Angela Carter.’ – Juno Dawson

‘Sullivan’s prose is laced with flowing lines in pentameter; and her remade 
Grimm and Perrault stories are enriched by Karen Vaughan’s sharp, 
intricate, Beardsleyesque illustrations.’ – The Guardian

Dark, feminist retellings 
of traditional fairytales 
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HB: 978-1-910411-92-6 / £12.99 / €16 / 176pp / World rights available
PB: 978-1-912417-11-7 / £8.99 / €12 / 184pp / World rights available978-1-912417-38-4 / £7.99 / €10 / 180pp / PB / World rights available

WinneR oF tHe 
CBi Book oF tHe 

YeaR 2018

WinneR oF tHe Ya 
Book oF tHe YeaR 
at tHe iRisH Book 

aWaRds 2017

w
w

w.childrensbooksireland.ie
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978-1-908195-87-6 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 48pp / PB
World rights available (excl. Brazil and North America)

alexandra 
siobhán Parkinson

illustrated by Carol Betera

Warm stories 
of everyday life 
by Ireland’s first 

Children’s Laureate

Available in 
English and Irish
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Alexandra loves swinging and splashing and her bright red shoes.  And 
her mum. She doesn’t much like having her hair washed, though, and she 
definitely does not like the dark. 

This collection of four short stories is great for reading aloud to young 
children and is beautifully illustrated in black and white with red 
highlights throughout. 

‘Delightful stories – and illustrations that glow’ – Niamh Sharkey, 
picturebooks artist and Irish Children’s Laureate 2011-13

‘An utterly delightful collection of stories about the daily life of a small 
girl. Clearly told, the stories evoke a genuine voice and appreciation of a 
child’s world view. Gentle and yet full of action and humour.’ – Inis, the 
magazine of Children’s Books Ireland

19



978-1-908195-87-6 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 48pp / PB
World rights available (excl. Brazil and North America)

declaration of the Rights of 
Boys and Girls

Élisabeth Brami and estelle Billon-spagnol

Amusing and busily illustrated 
manifesto of children’s right to be 

themselves

A funny, quirkily illustrated and heartwarming list of the rights of boys 
and girls, presented as a flipbook to be read from either end. Sure to 
appeal to young boys and girls, especially those who take a different view 
of the world.

Girls, just like boys, have the right to be scruffy, untidy, hyper, to do any 
job they like, not to be princesses, to love whoever they like. Boys have as 
much right as girls to cry, to play with dolls, to wear pink, to like reading, 
not to be superheroes, to fall in love with anyone they like.

‘An important book that deserves a special place in every classroom 
across the globe as a reminder of our equal rights, and to encourage us 
not to be restricted by expectation or particular stereotypes, but to do 
what we enjoy doing.’ – RTÉ Junior Book Club

978-1-910411-27-8 / £11.99 / €15 / 64pp / HB / No translation rights
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endoRsed BY
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the nightmare Club
annie Graves

illustrated by Glenn Mcelhinney

30

Did you ever hear that telling a nightmare makes it fade away? It 
doesn’t. Not here anyway.  Welcome to The Nightmare Club sleepover. 
You might not last till morning. The Nightmare Club stories are all 
true. Because that’s much scarier than the fake stuff. Who needs 
witches and ghosts when you’ve got mad scientists and terrifying toys, 
zombie brothers and haunted guinea pigs?

Writing as ‘Annie Graves’, Nightmare Club authors include Dave 
Rudden, Deirdre Sullivan and Oisín McGann. 

‘Guaranteed to goosebump the 7-10-year-olds’ – Books Ireland

‘Aside from the fact that I am cut up into pieces in this book, I still 
enjoyed it. The book, that is, not being cut to pieces.’ – Derek Landy
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A series of illustrated 
spooky stories with a 

sense of humour, ideal 
for reluctant readers 
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Balaclava Boy
Jenny Robson

Intriguing short novel with 
a page-turning story and a 
message of gender equality
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978-1-908195-91-3 / £4.99 / €5.99 / 96pp / PB / No translation rights

Why is the new boy Tommy wearing a balaclava? The other kids are 
intrigued and come up with all sorts of theories, but every single one is 
wrong.  He might seem a little odd, but when Tommy is bullied by some 
of the older kids for his headgear, his class step up in a brilliant act of 
solidarity. As their curiosity grows, Tommy’s new friends think of a plan to 
reveal his secret, but you’ll never guess what it is. 

‘A delightfully undidactic fable of tolerance and acceptance’ – The Irish Times

‘A fresh, contemporary and very engaging read ... When the reason is 
finally revealed, readers will quickly realise that in the course of the 
narrative they have learned profound lessons about identity, self-esteem, 
bullying, solidarity and the right to be who we are.’ – Books for Keeps

‘One of the best books about tolerance and friendship that I’ve read in a 
long time… Beautifully written in simple yet eloquent prose, this is worth 
buying for the fiendishly clever twist alone.’ – The Irish Independent

sHoRtListed FoR tHe 
GeRMan inteRnationaL 
CHiLdRen’s Book PRiZe
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In The Powers, Dad has set the kitchen on fire – again – and Mum has 
turned the rain on indoors to quench the flames. JP has flown straight 
into a wall, and Pucker, the dog, is a whirlwind of paws and ears and noisy 
howls. When they go on holiday, the family vows to take a break from 
their superpowers. But when their Ford Fiasco breaks down, an ancient 
treasure map turns up in their caravan and a pirate ship appears in the bay, 
what’s a superhero family to do?

In more adventures of these disastrous superheroes, Pucker Power centres 
on the escapades of Pucker, the Power family’s mutt of a pug-dog.  After 
he is dognapped, along with a beautiful French poodle, the Powers must 
follow the clues through Dublin, Paris and St Petersburg to bring their 
beloved pup back home.

Illustrated throughout with brilliantly funny black and white drawings by 
Irish illustrator Sheena Dempsey.

A playful, upbeat series 
of adventures about a 

superhero family who just 
can’t control their powers

the Powers
kevin stevens 

illustrated by sheena dempsey

978-1-908195-83-8 / 978-1-910411-30-8 / £5.99 / €7.99 each / 140pp / PB
World rights available (excl. N America and Turkey)
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keepsake
Paula Leyden

Ella and Johnny are distraught when Johnny’s horse Storm disappears 
from his field. Johnny knows that he has been taken by ‘the pound man’. 
The horse pound’s job is to round up neglected or feral horses and put 
them down, but Storm doesn’t come into that category. This is plain 
stealing – and as a Traveller Johnny has experienced it before.

Ella, Johnny and Ella’s granny aren’t going to let Storm go that easily. They 
round up the evidence and together they set off on a desperate chase 
across Ireland to get Storm back.

‘Keepsake tackles the issue of animal rights, particularly the 
treatment of horses, and the Traveller community in Ireland with its 
misunderstandings and stigma. Beautifully written, it demonstrates real 
passion and offers an adventure with much heart and courage. This is 
a classic “horse story” with many contemporary elements and an inter-
generational view.’ – Mary Esther Judy, bookseller and reviewer

A fast-paced tale of two 
children in a race against 
time to save their horse
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978-1-910411-57-5 / £6.99 / €9 / 168pp / PB / World rights available

 FRoM tHe aWaRd-WinninG 
aUtHoR oF tHe sLeePinG 
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Hopscotch in the sky
Lucinda Jacob and Lauren o’neill

Full-colour hardback poetry book for young readers. The poems are 
about nature, the landscape, the weather and children’s experiences of the 
seasons from ice-creams to Christmas trees.

Hopscotch in the Sky also comes with a free accompanying Poetry Kit, free 
to download from our website, which introduces children to the poetic 
forms used in the book and is chock-full of ideas to encourage readers 
to try their hand at writing their own poems. It will be especially helpful 
also to teachers who would like to include writing poetry as a classroom 
activity with their pupils.

‘This superb collection of illustrated poems is groundbreaking… The 
most striking thing is the integrity of the poet’s voice. It is a gentle though 
full voice. It is true to itself, to children and to poetry. The illustrations are 
perfectly balanced to reflect, interact with, add layers of meaning to and 
play with the poems’ – Celia Keenan, Inis, the magazine of CBI

‘This is a charming, accessible collection from one of Ireland’s best poets 
for children ... a pocket treasure.’ – The Irish Independent 

Sparkling poems with a 
seasonal theme – with 

accompanying poetry kit 
for schools and parents

978-1-910411-93-3 / £10.99 / €14 / 48pp / HB / World rights available
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Published in 
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Vanessa’s mother was famous for her search for cryptids – creatures that 
could be real, or could be pure myth. But she’s gone now, leaving behind 
only her files and a lot of questions. 

When Vanessa goes on a family holiday to Scotland, can she solve the 
mystery of Loch Ness? Can she discover what’s lurking in the dark, 
killing animals at night in the wilds of Mexico? Or what the whale 
hunters have found off the coast of Canada?

‘Grabs you right from the shocking prologue and keeps you immersed 
in a wonderful atmosphere of mystery, magic and monsters’ – Conor 
Kostick, bestselling author

‘This is a beautiful story, a rollicking, pacy adventure that will get your 
spine tingling. A fantastic addition to the Cryptid Files trilogy’ – Paula 
Leyden, award-winning author

the Cryptid Files series
Jean Flitcroft

Adventure stories 
with a science twist 
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978-1-84840-940-8 / 978-1-908195-02-9 /  978-1-908195-27-2 / 
£5.99 / €7.99 / 224pp / PB / World rights available (excl. N America)
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too Many Ponies
sheena Wilkinson

A pony book for 
young readers from an 
award-winning author
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978-1-908195-25-8 / £4.99 / €6.99 / 180pp / PB  
World rights available (excl. N America)

Rosevale is a sanctuary for abandoned and abused horses, but Aidan’s 
family can’t afford to run it any longer. If Rosevale closes down, though, 
what is going to happen to all the horses that are looked after there? Can 
Lucy and her friends win a cross-country competition and get the prize 
that could save the stables? The future of Rosevale is at stake.  

‘An exciting read for lovers of horses and underdog stories.’ – Inis, the 
magazine of Children’s Books Ireland

‘The characters are lively, brilliantly drawn ... Wilkinson’s done what the 
best pony writers do: keep her human characters at the absolute centre of 
her book.’ – Books and Mud Blog
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name upon name
sheena Wilkinson

Belfast in 1916. Fourteen-year-old Helen is shaped by her mixed 
background – rural, Catholic Irish values from her mother; urban, 
Protestant Ulster values from her father. Helen’s older cousins are her 
idols:  Sandy, who joined the army straight from school and has already 
seen action in France, and Michael, who runs away from home to enlist. 
But before he leaves for France, Michael is deployed to Dublin to help 
quell the Rising, where he’s expected to open fire on his fellow Irishmen, 
and Sandy writes home about terrible things on the front. What exactly 
are they fighting for?

‘History is rarely clean and simple; the beauty of this book is that it 
embraces that complexity.’ – Dr Patrick Geoghegan, Professor of History 
at Trinity College Dublin
‘Wilkinson masterfully combines the big questions of nationalism, 
pacifism and early feminism in a way so subtle that you would barely 
notice ... a great way to introduce political understanding to young 
readers.’ – The Irish News
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A young girl caught between 
the Easter Rising, the 

outbreak of World War I 
and a divided Ireland
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978-1-908195-99-9 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 256pp / PB
World rights available (excl. N America)
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star by star
sheena Wilkinson

Stella has always looked forward to changing the world. It’s what she was 
brought up to do, by a suffragette mother who knew all about fighting and 
rebellion. But it’s November 1918. The great flu pandemic sweeping the 
world has robbed Stella of her mother and her home, and she’s alone in a 
strange country, with an aunt she’s never met.

But change is coming – the war is over, and women are about to vote for 
the first time.  History is being made, but how can she help make it? As 
election day approaches, a day that will transform Ireland forever, Stella 
realises that she can indeed change the world. Not alone, and not all 
at once. But just as stars come one by one to brighten the night sky, so 
history is made person by person, girl by girl. 

‘This is a well-constructed, taut novel and you are drawn in immediately… 
The message underpinning the novel that individuals can do something to 
bring about change is powerful and life-affirming. A heart-warming gem 
of a book.’ – Jane Churchill, Books for Keeps Magazine, five star review

Historical fiction about 
suffrage, rebellion and women’s 

rights set at the end of WW1
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978-1-910411-53-7 / £6.99 / €9 / 160pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America and Korea)
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Oisín is not sure he wants to be Keeper of the Book of Magic, but when 
his little sister is kidnapped by the Morrígan, a raven-goddess with a heart 
as dark as her feathers, he has to learn how to use the Book for good. 

Soon Oisín has a long journey ahead of him with only Stephen, his annoying 
older brother, and Antimony, a headstrong Nigerian orphan with her own 
quest, to help him.  

Facing snow snakes, shadow fish and mountains of wind, the three 
children have to decide whether or not they can trust each other – and the 
mysterious Book that’s leading them – if they want to reach the Morrígan’s 
Hill of Bones before it’s too late to get the last ever train home.

‘The Keeper is far too good for my liking. Darragh Martin must be 
stopped! Great characters and a rollercoaster plot.  A new star of the 
fantasy genre.’ – Eoin Colfer

the keeper
darragh Martin

A thrilling Celtic fantasy

   
   

   
    

  The White Ravens  l 2014

Internationale Jugendbibliothek
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978-1-908195-84-5 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 268pp / PB 
World rights available (excl. N America)
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the Best Medicine
Christine Hamill

Philip’s happy-go-lucky life is disrupted when his mother gets breast 
cancer. Bad enough that your mother is seriously ill – but could she not 
have developed a less embarrassing kind of cancer – toe cancer, maybe, 
or ear cancer? Philip’s attempts to cope with his situation are both 
hilarious and touching. 

Through it all, he’s writing letters to his hero, the comedian Harry Hill, 
looking for advice. 

A hilarious take on life, love, glasses – and medicine

‘Funny, moving and strangely empowering in its determination to laugh 
in the face of the seemingly unbearable, it’s hard to believe that it’s a first 
novel. Look, just buy it. You won’t regret the decision.’ – John Connolly, 
New York Times bestselling author 

Christine Hamill

Philip’s humdrum life of school, friendship, 
poetry (it’s a long story) and comedy routines 

is disrupted when his mother gets breast cancer. 

Bad enough that your mum is seriously ill – 
but could she not have developed something less 
embarrassing? Toe cancer, maybe, or ear cancer? 

Then there’s The Yeti, The Goddess, The Meerkats 
and Philip’s best friend Ang. Oh, yes, and 

Mrs Chihuahua next door and her annoying mutt. 

Not to mention Philip’s hero, 
a certain TV comedian.

A hilarious take on life,
love, glasses – and cancer

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit” - x justo
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£6.99 UK only

Little Island
www.littleisland.com Cover Design – The Project Twins

Published in
ISBN: 978-1-908195-86-9
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A hilarious take on the 
unfunny subject of cancer
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once upon a Place
compiled by eoin Colfer

illustrated by P.J. Lynch

Former Irish Children’s Laureate and author of the bestselling Artemis 
Fowl series, Eoin Colfer compiled this beautiful anthology of stories and 
poems for children that focuses on the special link between story and place 
in Ireland. Lavish black-and-white charcoal illustrations by award-winning 
picturebook illustrator and former Children’s Laureate P.J. Lynch make this 
unique anthology a beautiful and collectible book.

Once upon a Place features six new poems by Irish poets alongside stories 
from many of Ireland’s leading children’s writers including Roddy Doyle, 
Derek Landy and former Irish Children’s Laureate Siobhán Parkinson, 
as well as the first ever story for children by Academy Award nominee 
Jim Sheridan, director of My Left Foot, The Field and In America. It also 
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Gift collection of short 
stories and poetry by 

some of Ireland’s finest 
children’s writers
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PB: 978-1-912417-04-9 /  £9.99 / €12 / 224pp / Australian rights available
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features new work by Eoin Colfer himself, along with Pat Boran, Seamus 
Cashman, John Connolly, Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick, Mark Granier, Paula 
Leyden, Oisín McGann, Geraldine Mills, Jane Mitchell, Kate Newmann, Sarah 
Webb and Enda Wyley.

‘Places from various corners of our island serve as settings for writing 
which is evocative, atmospheric and invariably engaging. In every single 
case, Lynch in his striking black-and-white charcoal drawings has moved 
beneath the writer’s words to enhance and sharpen our insights ... a 
significant publication, affording ample evidence of the high quality of the 
best of our current children’s literature.’ – The Irish Times

‘This book is a gift that could be given to any child of any age... But it’s also 
a gift we should buy for ourselves. Rarely does one find such a rainbow of 
outstanding talent in one little book, one truly exceptional anthology.’
– The Sunday Independent

‘All readers will know more about Ireland when they have read the stories 
than they knew at the beginning but they would also see that stories such 
as these are universal.’ – Julia Eccleshare, The Guardian
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Esper and Starn are twin boys who live in a grim world that has been 
almost laid waste by massive volcanic explosions. Very little grows in 
Orchard, which used to be a fruit-growing area, but with the death of 
insects and birds, pollination of the fruit trees is a tedious and precarious 
undertaking. 

When the boys discover an intriguing old manuscript in a locked room 
in their apartment, which tells of gold on one of the forbidden islands the 
people can see from the coastline, they determine to go on a gold-hunt. 
They construct a glider that takes them far from their home territory, and 
so begins a whole new adventure for the boys, as they travel from island 
to island in search of gold. They do in the end find the gold – but it is 
nothing like what they expected. 

‘A mile a minute adventure story. Wildly inventive and imaginative.  Mills 
is an exciting new voice in children’s literature.’ – Patricia Forde, author of 
The Wordsmith

Classic adventure meets 
futuristic dystopian story
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Gold
Geraldine Mills

978-1-910411-55-1 / £7.99 / €10 / 224pp / PB / World rights (excl. N America)
978-1-910411-58-2 / £7.99 / €10 / 224pp / PB

World rights available (excl. N America and Brazil)
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a dangerous Crossing
Jane Mitchell

Ghalib doesn’t want to leave his home. But Syria has become too 
dangerous, and his family has no choice but to flee.

This beautifully written and fast-paced novel follows Ghalib and his 
parents, brother, sister and grandmother, as they flee, coming under fire, 
encountering illegal border-breakers, experiencing life in a refugee camp, 
and ultimately braving a voyage in a boat that is far from seaworthy.  

‘I now understand the Syrian refugee crisis like never before. I walked 
in young Ghalib’s fresh white runners from the refugee camp, I was 
thrown back by the bomb blast that hit his town, I wept his tears, felt his 
frustration and anger. An important book, a necessary book, but above all, 
a brilliantly told story.’ – Sarah Webb, author and reviewer

A story of bravery and solidarity, 
family and friendship, based on the 
experiences of real Syrian refugees
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Design and Illustration by Steve Doogan

LIttLe ISLanD

www.littleisland.ie

£7.99 UK only

Ghalib doesn’t want to leave his home.

But Syria has become too dangerous, and his family has 
no choice but to flee. together they start out on a terrible 

journey that leads them through dark and dangerous places. 
Ghalib comes under fire, is caught in a tear-gas attack, 

experiences the wretched and hopeless life of a refugee 
camp, and he still has to face the perils of a voyage in a 

boat that is far from seaworthy.

Based on the experiences of real Syrian families, 
a Dangerous Crossing is a story of bravery and solidarity 

in the face of despair.

A DANGERO
US CROSSING

 JANE MITCHELL

JANE MITCHELL

ONE bOy’S fLIGHT OUT Of SyRIA

978-1-910411-58-2 / £7.99 / €10 / 224pp / PB
World rights available (excl. N America and Brazil)
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It all begins with a shoe. Just one. In the middle of the road. Who loses 
one shoe? A one-legged person, obviously. And who has only one leg? A 
pirate, of course. So that’s how Jack gets an inkling that there are pirates 
about, but there’s no time to explain right now. Because the next thing 
is that Jack gets recruited into the Ministry of SUITs – Strange, Unusual 
and Impossible Things. 

Before long, he’s on a mission – to save his best friend David. Jack knows 
David is going to need saving because all the odd kids are going missing, 
and David is the oddest kid in the class. And sure enough, Jack and his 
partner in SUITs, Trudy, discover what’s going on with the pirates and the 
missing kids and – oh, a lot of other very weird (indeed, Strange, Unusual 
and Impossible) things.

‘A zany explosion of hilarity’ – Eoin Colfer

‘I wish I wrote this book’ – Mo O’Hara

‘Think Douglas Adams or Terry Pratchett … it is very, very, very funny. 
Fans of the weird and the zany will devour this novel.’ – The Irish Times

Terry Pratchett meets Douglas 
Adams in a superbly imagined 

and hilarious adventure 
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978-1-910411-54-4 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 256pp / PB / No rights available
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the Primrose series
deirdre sullivan

sHoRtListed FoR tHe eU PRiZe FoR LiteRatURe
sHoRListed FoR tHe CHiLdRen’s Books 

iReLand aWaRd 2013 and 2015

When Primrose Leary’s mother dies in a bike accident involving a drunk 
driver, she has to move in with her dad Fintan – the quintessential Celtic fat 
cat – who’s been pretty much an absentee father up to this point. Written in 
diary format, the Prim Improper books are witty and tender and delivered 
through the voice of Primrose Leary – a clever, funny and wonderfully weird 
teenager.

‘This Irish coming-of-age trilogy is alternately hilarious and poignant ... witty 
and tender without ever straying into sentimentality, emphasizing the value 
of compromise and of looking for the good in people who aren’t remotely 
like you – especially when you’re stuck with them because they’re family.’ 
– Publishers Weekly

978-1-84840-948-4 / 978-1-908195-23-4 / 978-1-908195-90-6
£5.99 / €7.99 each / 240pp / PB / World rights (excl. N America)

Diary-style fiction 
with superb style 

and humour
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Valentina
kevin Mcdermott

Dystopian fiction told in 
the sharp voice of a heroine 
with a chip on her shoulder
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978-1-908195-20-3 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 272pp / PB
World rights (excl. Denmark and N America)

Most of the world is burning or flooded. Few places are still habitable 
– and one island is teeming with climate refugees. Life in the Badlands 
is dangerous, disease-ridden, violent and controlled by gangsters and 
terrorists.

But Valentina lives high in the privileged Citadel, at the heart of the 
heavily protected Green Zone. She is the president’s daughter, sheltered, 
spoilt and arrogant. When she makes a secret trip to the Badlands, 
however, with her friends, Pippa and Damian, she is forced to face up to 
the realities of life on the island and to the responsibilities her position 
brings with it. 

‘Ambitious in its scope and impressive in its attainment’ – The Irish Times

‘This is the work of an author playing adroitly to his strengths’ – Books 
For Keeps

WinneR oF a WHite 
RaVen aWaRd
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the space Between
Meg Grehan

A tender and delicate 
verse novel about love 

and mental illness

In beautiful free verse, we follow the story of quiet, anxious and utterly 
endearing Beth through the course of exactly one year. She hides away from 
the world and from all her problems in her snug, safe house, believing that 
she can find her happiness in total isolation. That is, of course, until someone 
comes and interrupts her year of solitude and gently steals her way into Beth’s 
house and into her heart. This delicate examination of mental illness and new 
love between two young women is a must-read for any young person feeling 
overwhelmed or excluded by the world. 

In the tradition of Sarah Crossan and the free verse novel, this story is super-
readable for those who struggle with lengthy texts, but also offers plenty to 
booklovers and deep readers.

‘Meg Grehan has written a fearlessly honest account of love: beautifully 
crafted and elegantly told.’ – Brian Conaghan, winner of Costa Children’s 
Book Award

‘Artful, compelling and above all true’ – Deirdre Sullivan
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978-1-910411-59-9 / £7.99 / €10 / 160pp / PB / World rights available
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Wormwood Gate
katherine Farmar

Stylish and humorous 
urban fantasy with an 

LGBT storyline
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Aisling and Julie are bickering when they are almost run over by a white 
horse with a red mane. Something strange is going on: the city looks 
changed; three castles for three queens blaze on the horizon and pigeons 
and seagulls are at war with one another. Can Aisling and Julie find 
the Wormwood Gate and get back to Mortal Realms? And could it be 
possible that they like each other more than they first thought?

‘Original, inventive, and very funny. ’ – The Irish Examiner

‘Super characterisation and a light-hearted sense of humour underline 
the story in the tradition of Diana Wynne Jones ... Katherine Farmar is a 
name to look for in the future.’ – Library Association of Ireland 2014

978-1-908195-24-1 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 292pp / PB 
World rights available (excl. N America)
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Wherever it is summer
tamara Bach

The last thing either Jana (13) or Louise (17) is looking for on this hot and 
boring summer is a friend of totally the wrong age. But then one day, they 
abandon their petty responsibilities and irritating families, and head off in 
a ‘borrowed’ car for a day by the lake. Their adventure is simple – beer, ice-
cream, swimming, singing – but the friendship it forges between them turns 
out to be profound. When Jana experiences loss, it is only Louise’s tender 
and funny postcards that can haul her out of depression – right out of her 
bedroom window and off on another adventure. 

Written in the alternating voices of its two heroines, this is a story about the 
power of love in its many forms.

‘Wherever It Is Summer deftly explores the no-man’s-land between childhood 
and adulthood and the power of female friendship, in language that is subtle 
and surprising.’ – Deirdre Sullivan

A touching story of the 
redemptive power of love 
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978-1-910411-56-8 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 160pp / PB / World English rights
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WinneR CBi HonoUR FoR FiCtion 2011
WinneR CBi CHiLdRen’s CHoiCe aWaRd 2011

WinneR WHite RaVen aWaRd

A fast-paced story full 
of conflict, jealousy and 

courage
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taking Flight
sheena Wilkinson

When fifteen-year-old Declan is forced to stay with his snobby cousin 
‘Princess’ Vicky, he’s shocked to find himself falling in love with horses. 
Vicky would do anything to keep Declan out of her already perfect life 
and away from her precious showjumper, Flight, no matter who gets hurt. 
Taking Flight moves from a harsh, working-class housing estate to the 
glamour of the showjumping ring.

‘A gripping novel that will hold the reader’s attention until the final page 
... it will suit any kind of reader, even those with no experience of or 
interest in horses ... masterfully told, with a flowing sensitivity sure to be 
appreciated by teenagers.’  – Inis, the magazine of Children’s Books Ireland

978-1-84840-949-1 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 320pp / PB 
World rights (excl. N America and Slovenia)
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WinneR CBi Book oF tHe YeaR aWaRd 2013
WinneR CBi CHiLdRen’s CHoiCe aWaRd 2013

A gripping story of courage, 
fear, despair and joy
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Grounded
sheena Wilkinson

There’s nothing for Declan at home only dark history that he’d rather 
forget, so when he is offered his dream job in a show-jumping yard 
in Germany, he should be thrilled. But leaving his girlfriend is a hard 
prospect. Then there’s a troubled young fellow, Cian, that he feels somehow 
responsible for.  And when he finds a traumatised horse in a derelict barn, 
he can’t just up and leave …

‘Entirely engaging but also hard-hitting ... It is the kind of good writing 
that a young adult readership deserve.’ – Culture Northern Ireland

‘Masterfully structured’ – The Sunday Business Post

44978-1-908195-17-3 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 296pp / PB
 World rights (excl. N America)



The story of a school 
shooting and its awful 
aftermath, written by a 

16-year-old author
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no Heroes
anna seidl

Miriam is an ordinary schoolgirl with a carefree bunch of friends, but her 
ordinary happiness is shattered when one of Miriam’s schoolmates loses it 
one day at school and kills several pupils and teachers. Miriam’s boyfriend 
Toby is shot right in front of her. Miriam and her surviving friends are 
distraught. Shock, grief, bereavement, terror – Miriam and her friends 
run the gamut of emotions in the days, weeks and months following 
the shooting. But the worst emotion of all is guilt. ‘Is it our fault?’ is 
the haunting question that tortures Miriam as she tries to piece her life 
together again.

‘An accessible and surprisingly relatable story, No Heroes evokes a vivid 
picture of life as a teenager; delving into issues of family, bullying, grief, 
and relationships. Gritty, heartbreaking, but ultimately life-affirming.’ – 
Emily Elphinstone

‘Intense and challenging ... A great and brave debut novel.’ – Irish 
Examiner

978-1-910411-32-2 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 280pp / PB / World English rights
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When a handsome 17-year-old called Luke Bressan arrives at the snobby 
Mansfield High, all female eyes are on him. But to the disgust of the most 
popular girls in class, it’s the caring  Esther Wilson that Luke chooses as 
his girlfriend. Esther is mad about Luke but she can’t help thinking there 
is something slightly awry.  And she’s right. Luke is in foster care, but 
that’s not the problem. He has occasional epileptic fits, but it’s not that 
either. Esther can sense a shadow from Luke’s past but she can’t identify 
it – and he won’t. 

‘Wilkinson’s best book to date... she deals with the issues of love, sexuality, 
and class extremely well. I would highly recommend it.’ – Louise O’Neill

‘The strength of this remarkable book derives from the credibility of its 
characters. It is a daunting task to depict in fiction a character who has a 
serious medical problem but nevertheless commands the reader’s absolute 
attention, but a task Wilkinson succeeds in fulfilling.’ – Books for Keeps

still Falling
sheena Wilkinson

Told from alternating 
perspectives, a story of love, 

loss, anguish and hope
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978-1-908195-92-0 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 320pp / PB 
World rights available (excl. N America, Latvia and Turkey)
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a Lonely note
kevin stevens

Story of an Iraqi Muslim 
boy growing up in modern 

America
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Tariq is beset by danger on the streets and by conflict at home. Music is 
his only consolation. When he forms a new friendship with the volatile 
but intriguing record-store owner, Jamal, Tariq discovers the world of jazz 
and the man he could become.

The violence that has long threatened finally erupts, and things suddenly 
clarify for Tariq. He takes the ultimate risk – not on behalf of his friend 
but on behalf of his enemy – and the disparate worlds of modern America 
and traditional Islam come together in an unexpected and gripping 
resolution.

Peace and violence, faith and mistrust, thriller and literary fiction – this is 
a supreme story of a young man caught between two worlds.

‘Gripping, engaging and beautifully told’ – Dublin Review of Books
‘I loved this book. Its tender, intelligent interrogation of male adolescent 
desperation is unflinching, as is its take on other big subjects.’ – Irish 
Times

978-1-910411-31-5  / £7.99 / €9.99 / 256pp / PB / World rights available

WinneR oF an iBBY HonoUR 
aWaRd 2018

WinneR oF Best Ya at tHe  
LiteRaCY assoCiation oF 

iReLand aWaRds 2017
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sHoRtListed FoR tHe iRisH 
Book aWaRds 2016

Ces longs to be a tattoo artist and embroider skin with beautiful images. 
But for now she’s just trying to reach adulthood without falling apart. She 
lives with Laura, who’s not a very good mother; she’s having a relationship 
with Tom, who’s not a very good boyfriend; and she and her mother have 
recently left Francis, who has been the very worst kind of father.

The courageous story of how an abused young woman draws on her own 
resources to recover her self-worth and reclaim her body.

‘Reading Needlework is similar to getting your first tattoo – it’s searing, 
often painful, but it is an experience you’ll never forget.’    – Louise O’Neill 

‘Sullivan confronts a difficult subject matter head-on, yet with subtlety and 
grace ... Needlework is a powerful novel that deserves to be read.’  – Sarah 
Crossan, winner of the Carnegie Medal

Powerful, poetic and disturbing 
– YA novel exploring themes of 

abuse and recovery

WinneR oF tHe CBi 
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FoR FiCtion 2017
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978-1-910411-50-6 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 242pp / PB 
World rights (excl. N America)

needlework
deirdre sullivan
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Backlist titles

Chop-Chop, Madcap! by Juliette Saumande, illustrated 
by Sadie Cramer      
 978-1-908195-21-0 / £4.99 / €6.99 / 142pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)

The Wizardling by Binette Schroeder 
978-1-910411-00-1 / £11.99 / €14.99 / 32pp / HB  
World English rights
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World English rights (excl. N America)
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Old Friends by Tom O’Neill
978-1-84840-941-5 / £7.99 / €9.99 / 448pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)

Good Red Herring by Susan Maxwell
978-1-908195-93-7  / £7.99 / €9.99 / 280pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)

Snobs, Dogs and Scobies by Elizabeth O’Hara
978-1-908195-04-3 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 160pp / PB
World rights 
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978-1-84840-947-7 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 192pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)
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by Felicity McCall
 978-1-908195-18-0 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 240pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)
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978-1-908195-01-2 / £6.99 / €8.99 / 288pp / PB
World rights (excl. N America)
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 978-1-84840-942-2 / £5.99 / €7.99 / 208pp / PB
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We are happy to acknowledge the support we have received from the Arts 
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international rights

Little Island sells international rights to all its original titles. If you’re interested 
in producing a foreign edition of any of our books, contact us!

Little Island Books
7 Kenilworth Park

Dublin 6W
Ireland

T. +353 (0)85 2283 060
E: grainne.clear@littleisland.ie
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